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ABSTRACT: Previous literatures on small businesses around the world showed that SMEs fail to achieve their
business goals; therefore, stagnation and disappearance occur to most of them. Many operate on the market with a
severe lack of clear decision-making model and absence of any financial management strategy. In this paper, we
introduce a simple solution allowing small companies managers to analyze their companies’ future orientations and
monitor their performances. The framework is mainly based on the financial data and includes both descriptive and
predictive analysis, as well as the classification of companies’ behavior. The solution predicts accounting management
values over the coming years and explains SMEs financial accounting result. The main objective is to rethink their
current decision-making model and innovates in the way they build a strategy from the predicted scenarios. The key
success factors of this study consist on managers’ ability to orient their companies through a practical and efficient
action plan to reach superior future positions on the market.
KEY WORDS: Prediction, Making-decision model, Performance, Financial analysis, Information system, SMEs.
I.INTRODUCTION
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are undoubtedly a real benefit to every economy, they potentially constitute the
most dynamic firms in emerging countries [16]. Despite their value, they still have obstacles and challenges that
prevent their efficient contribution. Their current situation is the result of a lack of managerial skills on how to establish
a real strategy and to follow the company evolution on the market and evaluate its performance. Our previous
researches have shown how managers are not able to expand and support their businesses growth, while at the same
time; they lack skills to bolster their companies in decline moments. Literature conducted on the decision-making
process or model, shares that strategic management can be grouped into two broad categories that are strategic content
and strategic process [6], [14]. Studies that have focused on strategic content address strategic business-level questions,
including product choices, markets, positioning, and so on. They use matrices such as the Ansoff matrix, BCG or
Porter's models [9]. The second category of the strategic process concerns two main axes [7], namely strategic changes
that can be implemented in companies, and strategic decision-making within an organization. The main objective of
this paper is to propose a new decision-making framework based on statistical model [10].
To analyze SMEs data, we will use several methods especially the average annual growth rate, the prediction with the
Panel data model, the description with the Hierarchical Ascending Classification (HAC), and the K-means clustering.
As a reminder, the combination of these methods aim, from the real world of SMEs in Morocco, to allow a modelling
of a system for generating artificial data, as shared by Andrew (see Figure 1) [15].
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The real world

The real data
With arbitrary parameters

Artificial
data

With useful parameters estimated from the data

Artificial data that
look like the real data

The model

With arbitrary parameters

Artificial data

Fig1. A model is a system with equation generating artificial data
One of the critical components of the decision-making model is managers’ knowledge and style that explain businesses
orientations. In the Moroccan context, most managers’ stylesare defenders and reactors [13]. These two styles explain
how SMEs lack of having a comprehensible strategy and clear scenarios related to the future orientations and
integrating risk. This absurd situation is calling into question the SMEs decision-making model that will only develop
bad practices putting companies in more difficulties and crisis. This paper analysis is based on two principal
information sources, it integers both the analysis from our survey conducted on 2013 [13], [12] and the financial
analysis of a sample of Moroccan SMEs, that will be detailed on the next section.
II. RESEARCH METHODOLOY
First of all, it is important to know that managing a company needs to follow a list of steps. These steps respect the
three elements that guaranty a decision-making allowing performance regarding all areas of business activity [4].
Management is not restricted only to the organization, but also to its human component. We present the results of the
managerial process in Figure below, inspired from Ivancevich and Donnelly works [8].
Manage a company

Performance
Plan

Organize

Control

Fig2. Steps and objectives of the managerial process
Within the framework of this project, we limit the scope to the SMEs decision-making model improvement. This model
allows performing, reviewing and controlling the company, as shown on Figure 2. To extend the first managerial
process, we adopt the five steps of the strategic management framework from Atrill works, as illustrated in Figure
3[11]. This framework describes the process in more detail; the important consideration is that performance will be
reached only by a clear definition of an actions plan.
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Establish mission, vision and objectives
Undertake a position analysis

Identify and asses the strategic options

Select strategic options and formulate plans
Perform, review and control
Fig3. The strategic management framework
The business should set out its mission, vision and objectives and develop plans in a systematic manner to achieve them
[11].
III. PREPARATION OF THE EXPERIMENTATION ENVIRONMENT
A. Environment preparation
Before integrating the solution to a global information system, we test and validate the model using the R environment.
We adopt this tool developed by Ross Ihaka and Robert Gentleman, because it is an open source solution designed to
deal with statistical issues. This tool offers both a work environment and a computer language including commands
executed with instructions with relatively simple syntaxes, and the results will take both text and graphics forms [1].
This step requires first, to download both R and StudioR available on the provider web side and easy to install.
Subsequently, we imported a set of necessary libraries, as shown in Figure 4.

Fig4. RStudio environment
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B. Collecting and structuring SMEs financial data
We faced complexity to collect information from Moroccan SMEs, which is due mainly to two obstacles that are
difficulty to find a company with more than five years of activity, and the second obstacles is to find a company that
will accept sharing its financial data (even in an anonymous form). In spite of this situation, we succeed to have the
collaboration agreement from a hundred of small companies. We collected financial data related to the three financial
documents (or statements). The process adopted for data life cycle, was inspired from Artil works, as presented in
Figure 5.

Information
identification

Information
recording

Information
analysis

Information
reporting

Fig5. Management accounting information system
Data collected cover the last ten years of each company’s activity, and their classification respected the same criteria
below:




Same age,
Same size (Micro, small, or medium),
And, same geographical situation,

The economic sectors covered by our research include four main areas, the industrial sector, the construction sector, the
services sector and finally the commerce sector. A breakdown based on the national survey conducted as part of the
Moroccan National Economic census (2001-2002). We covered the four main sectors with equal repartition as shown
in Figure 6.

Fig6. SMEs sample distributions
We collected official data published by companies providing high quality. The data recorded between 2008 and 2017
are quantitative in nature, and were collected in three main ways: Word, PDF or Excel and are classified in a csv file
that constitutes our data base analysis. In this study, only key variables of the income statement are part of the process
and will be described and shared for three reasons[3]. Firstly, in order to simplify representation, secondly because only
these variables permit to calculate the accounting result of an enterprise, and finally because variables allowing
calculating the financial ratios are not part of this article scope. To simplify the processing, data have been extracted,
treated and classified as shown below.
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Table 1. Data structuring variable evolution / year
9 variables

SMEs data for ten
years

Where:
Expenses:
ExcEx: Exceptional Expenses
FEx: Financial Expenses
OpEx: Operating Expenses
ToEx: Total Expenses
Products:
ExcPro: Exceptional Products
FiPro: Financial Products
OpPro: Operating Products
ToPro:Total Products
AR: Accounting Result

SMEs financial analysis projection is a complex system than the simplistic representation giving in Table 1. Regarding
the information analysis phase, we identify nine key variables of the income statement that constitute the process.
These variables allow calculating the accounting result of each company; they were manipulated and integrated in
different ways. Numbers in Table 1 are expressed in DH, the Moroccan current currency.
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III. Process steps
It is important to clarify once again the steps taken to reach our objectives. For that, it should be noted that companies
usually use the financial ratios (see Figure 7) in order to evaluate their current situation [3].
Summary of Financial Statement Analysis
How to use financial ratios

Liquidity

ShortRun
Solvency

Operating Efficiency

Leverage

Liquidity
of
Current
Assets

Amount
of Debt

Coverage
of Debt

Asset
Management

Profitability

Margins

Market Measures

Returns

Earnings
per Share

Fig7. Summary of financial ratios
The expectation from this project is to be able to evaluate the performance of an enterprise in the future. This objective
can be reached through two stages, stage 1 predicting or estimating future financial values and estimating each
company in order to know whether it is performing or not and establishing a strategy to support or address its situation.
The validation of the model respects and follows the diagram below.
OLS Estimation

Model validated

Model not validated

Hausman test
Rethink the model
H0: Fixed-Effect Model (FEM)

Ha:Random-Effect Model (REM)

Fisher test

H0: Fixed Temporal Effect
FTE

Ha: Fixed-Individual Effect
FIE

Fig8. Adopted estimation methodology
We apply the Panel model to all data on the time axis between 2008 and 2017, to estimate and explain the variable
accounting result for the years 2018, 2019, and 2020. In order to validate the model that can be adopted, we use the
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Fisher Test and the Hausman test methods [5].The first step of the estimation consists on doing the OLS test, as
presented below.

𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽1 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐹𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝑂𝑝𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
Where variables are:
Expenses:
ExcEx(it)Exceptional Expenses of the company i at the date t
FEx(it)
Financial Expenses of the company i at the date t
OpEx(it)Operating Expenses of the company i at the date t
Products:
ExcPro(it)Exceptional Products of the company i at the date t
FiPro (it)
Financial Products of the company i at the date t
OpPro(it)Operating Products of the company i at the date t
R(it)
Accounting Result
White noise

The second step permits to make the choice between the fixed effect model and the random effect model, using the
Hausman test. The statistical test is based on the following two assumptions.
H0: We accept to adopt the random effect model
Ha: We accept to adopt the fixed effect model

This third and last step allows choosing between the individual or temporal fixed effect models, the Fisher test is
performed.

If the hypothesis H0 is accepted, then the temporal-effect model will be adopted. Otherwise, the alternative hypothesis
is accepted, namely the individual effect model.
A. OLS Application model
The first stage in adopting a sample of panel data, consists in verifying and testing the equality of the coefficients of the
model studied in the individual dimension (homogeneity or heterogeneity). These tests permit to determine if the
studied theoretical model having the same values for all the companies, otherwise, to confirm existence of
heterogeneity regarding SMEs repartition. These specification tests confirm as shown on Figure 8, the heterogeneities
of the results from year-to-year. The formula used to visualize data is shared below.
plotmeans(R ~ year, main="Heterogeneity from one year another", data=data_panel)
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Fig9. Heterogeneity from one year to another
The second vision is to study the heterogeneity between firms, as shown in the figure below.

SME2, SME2, SME3, SME4, SME5,

…

SME96, SME97, SME98, SME99, SME100

SME

Fig10. Heterogeneity from one SME to another
A first estimation gives the result below.
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Residual standard error: 142800 on 994 degrees of freedom
Multiple R-squared: 0.9063, Adjusted R-squared: 0.9058
F-statistic: 1922 on 5 and 994 DF, p-value: < 2.2e-16

R square is close to 1, the OLS model cannot be adopted. Then, it is necessary to do a test of comparison between the
two models OLS and fixed effects, for that we adopt the Fisher test. This section assumes that individual effects are
deterministic parameters. We will then be asked to present the construction and properties of the within estimator of the
model. For the fixed-effect model, there are two cases:



Individual fixed effect model: a specific effect for each individual or SME.
Temporal fixed effect model: a specific effect for each year.
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The Fisher test permits to choose between the two models.

B. Comparison between fixed effect model and OLS
We compare here the fixed effect model with the OLS model. We share the result of the comparison below.
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Total Sum of Squares: 1.9178e+14 Residual Sum of Squares: 1.8288e+13 R-Squared: 0.90464
Adj. R-Squared: 0.89356
F-statistic: 1698.12 on 5 and 895 DF, p-value: < 2.22e-16

To test the two models, we use the Fisher test as shown below.
F test for individual effects
F = 0.97363, df1 = 99, df2 = 895, p-value = 0.5547
alternative hypothesis: significant effect

The P value permits to validate the acceptation or not of the hypothesis. In this test p-value >5%: H0 is accepted (the
fixed effect model is preferable to the OLS model). We conclude that the OLS model is not applicable to SMEs data.
C. Comparison between fixed and individual fixed effects models
This step consists in comparing the two individual and temporal fixed effect models in order to know which one we can
retain.
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
Total Sum of Squares: 1.9178e+14 Residual Sum of Squares: 1.8127e+13 R-Squared:
Adj. R-Squared: 0.89343
F-statistic: 606.278 on 14 and 886 DF, p-value: < 2.22e-16

0.90548

H0 is accepted (the temporal fixed effect model is preferable to the OLS model): OLS is not applicable.
The test applied to test between the two models is Fisher test as shown below.
F = 0.87585, df1 = 9, df2 = 886, p-value = 0.5464
alternative hypothesis: significant effects

Now, two cases will have to be distinguished: the case where the parameters
are deterministic constants (fixed
effects model), and the case where the parameters
are realizations of a random variable, expectancy and finite
variance (model random effects). It is assumed in this section that individual effects are no longer parameters, but
random variables with a common distribution for all individuals. We will begin by studying the residue structure of this
mixed variance model. We will then study the different estimators of the coefficients of the random effects model and
more particularly the Generalized Least Squares estimator.
The Hausman test is used to choose between the two specifications (random and fixed). The results of this test are
shared below.
--Signif. codes: 0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1
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Total Sum of Squares: 2.1568e+14
Residual Sum of Squares: 2.0221e+13
R-Squared: 0.90625
Adj. R-Squared: 0.90577
F-statistic: 1921.64 on 5 and 994 DF, p-value: < 2.22e-16

The Hausman test, described below:
Hausman Test
chisq = 0.80416, df = 5, p-value = 0.9768
alternative hypothesis: one model is inconsistent

We accept H0: The random effect model is chosen.
D. Application of the Average Annual Growth Rate (AAGR)
Given the complexity of studying SMEs Moroccan market (lack of information,…etc.), we used the AAGR. The
AAGR is an economic indicator that measures economic growth. Despite the simplicity of this indicator, it is widely
used in economic applications to evaluate the growth of business sectors such as the United Nations World Economic
Situation and Prospects (eg: report realized in 2018). It remains a widely used basis for statistical organizations, and
very popular in the media and consumer consumption, or in the analysis of various social or economic phenomena [2].
Given the financial data nature and in order to offset the low frequency of their production (annual frequency), we
applied estimation to find future variables. The calculation of AAGR respected two phases, at the level of the SME (1),
and at the level of a sector (2). We illustrate this calculation below with an application to the industry sector (the first
twenty-five SMEs).
# Annual growth for each SME’s financial variables
Ag (SME1) = (Fv – Iv)^(1/9) =
Ag (SME2) = (Fv – Iv)^(1/9) =
Ag (SME3) = (Fv – Iv)^(1/9) =
…
Ag (SME25) = (Fv – Iv)^(1/9) =

Where Ag: is the Annual Growth, Fv: is the Final value and Iv: is the Initial value.
The second phase consists of calculating the growth rate by sector, which allows estimating the income statement
variables.
# Annual growth for each Sector
Ag (Industry sector) = [Ag (SME1) + Ag (SME2) + Ag (SME3) + … + Ag (SME25)]/25

We then finish by calculating the coefficients of the prediction equation as illustrated below.

𝑅𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽1 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝐸𝑋𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝐹𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑂𝑝𝐸𝑥𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐸𝑥𝑐𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝐹𝑖𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝑂𝑝𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡
data_pred1$R = -2.6555e+05 + -8.1327e-01 * data_pred1$ExcEx -1.0217e+00 * data_pred1$FEx +1.0165e+00 *
data_pred1$OpEx + 9.6192e-01 * data_pred1$ExcPro + 1.0155e+00 *data_pred1$FiPro + 2.1135e+00
*data_pred1$OpPro

Where data_pred1$R is companies accounting result which is calculated based on financial variables.
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The representation of all variables is more complex, hence the choice of the significant economic variable in the life of
a company. This variable is described by the set of explanatory variables presented in the equation.
E. Classification of SMEs behaviors
The final step of the processin studying SMEs financial data is the classification of companies’ behaviors. This
classification makes it possible to clarify and validate the management style on the Moroccan business scene. The two
methods used for the classification are:
-

The CAH method

>rect.hclust(cah.ward,k=4)
>groupes.cah<- cutree(cah.ward,k=4)
> print(sort(groupes.cah))
[1] 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2
[42] 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
[83] 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4!

-

The K-means method

> print(groupes.kmeans)
K-means clustering with 4 clusters of sizes 34, 14, 20, 31
Cluster means:
data_ana2018
1 -0.3842061
2 1.5770553
3 -1.3908828
4 0.6065126
Clustering vector:
[1] 4 1 4 1 2 4 3 3 3 1 2 1 3 1 4 3 1 4 4 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 4 3 4 1 2 3 1 4 1 4 4 1 4
[42] 1 4 4 3 2 4 2 3 1 2 4 4 1 2 4 1 4 4 2 1 4 4 4 1 4 4 1 2 3 1 4 1 2 3 4 3 4 2 1 3 1
[83] 2 3 3 1 1 4 1 3 3 3 1 1 1 3 2 3 4

-

Comparison of the two methods

> print(table(groupes.cah,groupes.kmeans$cluster))
groupes.cah 1 2 3 4
1 0 5 0 30
2 31 0 0 1
3 3 0 20 0
4 0 9 0 0

The graphical representation shows us the distribution by four classes.
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Fig11. Classification of Moroccan SMEs

Fig12. Repartition of SMEs classification
The figure 11 shows that 86% of the SMEs analyzed represent the four behaviors of the Moroccan Market. The new
classification of Moroccan SMEs respects four classes (Figure 11, and 12), with a distribution different compared to the
activity sectors distribution.

Fig13. Real classification of Moroccan SMEs
It is important to note that the real classification of SMEs behaviors is completely different from the economic
distribution based only on the activity sectors (Figure 6). The new classification represents the real positioning of SMEs
on the Moroccan market, a positioning that reflects the decision-making style (with a large presence of reactors and
defenders) and how they perform.
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IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE PRESPECTIVES
This paper presents a novel model we developed to enhance the accuracy of the SMEs decision-making process. It also
provides a support to visualize the future orientations of a business. This will allow managers to build the company’s
strategical plan in advance and determine the values of the next accounting years. Managers will therefore be able to
adapt to changes in the market for each business sector.
This work aims to provide managers a vision about the future orientations of their companies and permits them to build
an action plan in line with future evolution. Our next step will be on exploring statistical models to build automatically
an action plan based on future predicted financial values.
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